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800 WORKS FROM THE SCHOOL OF ART COLLECTION
LOGAN PARK ART GALLERY
7 OCTOBER >>> 10 NOVEMBER 2000
Histories: Four key moments from 130 years.

Con Hutton Era.

170 David Con Hutton brought from Scotland cases of models and casts for the new drawing school in the New 1 Office (later called the Stock Exchange Building.) Thus began the first School of Art in New Zealand and the est southern school of art in the world. In 1876-77 it shifted to new rooms in the Moray Place Normal School. In 1894 the Dunedin School of Art and Design affiliated with the Art Department of the South Kensington School of Science and Art in London. Bright personalities were drawn to the School including Signor G. P. Neri. When David Con Hutton retired in 1908, he left a legacy of academic excellence. He left an art school whose role equalled 496 and which functioned fully each week day 9.30am to 4pm and 5.45 to 9pm, and included Saturday morning classes.” (H.V. Miller, Otakou School of Art Centennial Exhibition 1870-1970, Dunedin: Dunedin Public Art Gallery, 1970, p. 7.)

The La Trobe Scheme.

In the 1920s and ’30s new staff members were chosen from young associates of the Royal College of Art under a scheme initiated by the then Director of Technical Education, My W. S. La Trobe. R.N. Field, W.H. Allen, Charlton Edgar and Gordon Tovey arrived under its auspices. Field and Allen found five students on the roll and only one other staff member. Other problems they faced were low standards, poor conditions and the School’s inability to offer formal qualifications. Numbers grew as these lecturers conveyed an international modernist vision in an environment of creativity and experimentation.

Toss Woolaston would write: "Dunedin in 1932 was the most artistically enlightened place in New Zealand. They were looking at artists unheard of in Christchurch – Matisse, Picasso, Cezanne… and English ones like Matthew Smith, Mark Gertler, Roger Fry and the New Zealand born Frances Hodgkins. The one quality that united all these painters was excitement.” (Wage Tea: An Autobiography, Auckland, Sydney, London: Collins, 1980, p. 231)

Gordon Tovey.

The opening of a purpose designed building on the corner of Tennyson Street and York Place coincided with Gordon Tovey’s appointment as Head of School in 1937. Among his first students were Colin McCahon, Anne Hamblett, and Doris Lusk.

Tovey saw Western civilization as over-intellectualized and was interested in Carl Jung’s ideas on the collective unconscious and Herbert Read’s related concerns with the education of children in a non-academic fashion. He also developed a close relationship with Mailon. (see Carol Henderson’s A Blaze of Cadgers: Gordon Tovey artist educator, Christchurch: Hazerd Press, 1998, p. 112-113). Tovey introduced nude models to the life drawing class. Insisted on the individuality of art making and promoted the integration of art with drama, music and movement. Probably his greatest contribution was to shift the school from the development of artistic skills within traditional boundaries towards an acceptance of the personal idiosyncrasies of creative individuals; to communal projects which could accommodate the work of a diversity of students; and to the crossing of boundaries between the arts.

Rosemary Entwistle writes of this time: "no other art school in the country was held in the same regard." (The La Trobe scheme at the Dunedin School of Art, Dunedin: Haddon Library, University of Otago, 1989, p. 14)

Integration with the Otago Polytechnic.

By 1965 the School of Art had become the Otago Polytechnic School of Art, with P. C. W. Staub and then W. J. Reed as its Head in a new location in Cargill St. By 1967 the School was able to offer a three-year Diploma. In November 1976 Jim Tomlin was appointed as Head of School, remaining until early in the year 2000. During his tenure the School grew, enabling it to offer first a Diploma in Craft Design and Ceramics, then the qualifications of a Bachelor of Fine Arts (1993) and most recently a Master of Fine Arts (1998). The number of teaching staff has grown from around a dozen in 1980 to 40 today. Rolls have grown to 285 students plus 140 evening students. The re-location of the School to Albary St in 1984 and the building of the new Leith Block in 1996 enabled both course integration and the development of a unified identity for the School of Art.

Leon Schmidt and Bride Lene
Curating the School of Art collection

The processes of curatorial are seemingly obvious: decisions are made in terms of the arrangement and display of a series of art works, judgements are discussed, and stories are told. But as Jennifer Fisher comments, this very process is loaded with ideology and convention. ("Trick or Treat: Naming Curatorial Ethics", in Naming a Practice: Curatorial Strategies for the Future, ed. Peter White, Banff Centre Press: Banff Alberta, 1996, p.208.) Aware of these debates, we approached this collection and sought to organise its effects. The exhibition is of necessity coded, firstly by its ownership and secondly by its display. We have chosen a coding for the display which we hope will generate a number of challenging intensities. These can be linked to the 17th-century French Academy's division of the arts into major subject categories or genres: history, the nude, landscape and still-life. In reference to these, we discovered many groupings in the collection: abductions, absences, anxieties, auras, beings, carnivals, comforts, concerns, connections, ecstasies, emblems, essences, fetishes, fossils, games, histories, identities, imaginings, journeys, maps, memories, objects, performances, places, responses, shimmerings, spaces, stories, traces, treasures, and vessels.

Whereas the traditional division of the Academy was hierarchical and fixed, we seek to blur conventional distinctions whilst still recognising their value as an approach to images. In conjunction with contemporary practices, all our groupings are plural, allowing for spaces between pairings. We asked questions: are maps landscape or history; traces can be seen as the results of both still-life and the nude; and can we really link fetishes with emblems? These questions helped us to construct a path that moves through the exhibition, but like any path it is designed to be wandered from: some viewers will stroll, others will seek further guidance in the form of texts, others will meander and find their own tracks through the forest. Like points on a map, or cities in a country, the groupings allowed us to energise particular objects, spaces and individuals in conversation with others. The relationships are generative rather than fixed, and to this end none are singular. You may find your own path between performances and memories, creating new stories and experiences. We hope that – like us – you can reflect on, and perhaps be transformed by, your engagements with these works.
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Mapping a collection

A collection is never fixed, and any identifiable collection is greater than the sum of its parts. As Susan Stewart comments: "while we can 'see' the entire collection, we cannot possibly 'see' each of its elements." (On Longing: Narratives of the Miniature, the Gigantic, the Souvenir, the Collection, Baltimore and London: John Hopkins University Press, 1984, p.152). The Otago Polytechnic School of Art collection database lists 836 items, but this is not a complete record. There are other works that have perhaps fallen through cracks, while some works listed in the database may even dispute their own inclusion. Susan Pearce makes the suggestion that "perhaps the real point is that a collection is not a collection until someone thinks of it in those terms." ("The Urge to Collect" in Interpreting Objects and Collections, ed. Susan Pearce, London and New York: Routledge, 1994, p.158)

The Otago Polytechnic School of Art collection and the processes that lead to its exhibition, have enabled a number of discourses to happen around a large grouping of works. Together the works have found themselves to be a collection. Placed alongside each other they help trace a history of art making in the School of Art, while on a wider level they represent an asset held by the Polytechnic. The identity of the collection helps us recognise the formation of the identity of the School of Art.

Like many collections this one is founded on its repetition of key elements or sameness-in-difference; one work might echo another but it will not repeat it.

"the collection is a form of art as play, a form involving the reframing of objects within a world of attention and manipulation of context. Like other forms of art, its function is not the restoration of content or origin, but rather the creation of a new context, a context standing in a metaphorical, rather than a contiguous relation to the world of everyday life." (Stewart p.151-2)

The School of Art collection makes up the majority of this exhibition, supplemented by loaned works and performances, works that as yet have evaded the structures of a collection, and that consistently stand outside the format of the collectible. The School of Art collection needs these works to accompany it and to help it tell its stories. It is through this bringing together of parts that we begin to 'see' the collection for the first time.

Susan Ballard
THEORY IS A WORD PEOPLE LOVE TO HATE. BUT WHENEVER PEOPLE DEVELOP THEIR IDEAS THEY ARE BOTH THINKING AND MAKING. THEORY IS AS MANIFEST IN VISUAL AND TACTILE MATERIALS AS IT IS IN WORDS; BUT SHARING THAT KNOWLEDGE TENDS TO NEED AT LEAST SOME WORDS. WORKING WITH ART THEORY IN AN ART SCHOOL IS ENORMOUSLY EXCITING, BECAUSE THE RESULTS OF THE RELATIONSHIP OCCUR IN WAYS THAT SHIFT BETWEEN THE LANGUAGES OF MAKING AND VERBAL AND WRITTEN LANGUAGES. OFTEN THEY PERFORM IN PARALLEL; WE ENCOURAGE THIS PRACTICE, BECAUSE IT REFUSES TO GIVE EITHER PRECEDENCE AND ACKNOWLEDGES INTERACTION.

So I remember rich word imagery sliding between transparencies of red and blue cellophane; elongated dolls strung on pieces of string, awkwardly fitting into a shellacked body; a seminar where glass beads made in Red Cross camps were reunited with their stories; textiles which articulate the complexities of relationships while invoking warmth and shelter; the lip of a ceramic vessel spilling uncontrollable narratives...

THE DELIGHT WHEN CONCEPT AND ARTWORK INTERLOCK SEAMLESSLY
THE DELIGHT WHEN NEW WAYS OF THINKING ALLOW NEW WAYS OF WORKING
 WHEN THOUGHT AND PRACTICE MEET AS ARGUING FRIENDS.

Breidh Lonie

I PREPARE TO WEAVE, TO CONSTRUCT A SURFACE, AN IMAGE, A NEW OBJECT. THE SKETCH IS ROUGHED OUT—COLOURS PLANNED, STRUCTURE CONSIDERED, THREADS CHOSEN. SHORTHAND FORMS OF NOTATION ARE ACCEPTABLE, I THINK THE TERRITORY IS FAMILIAR.

THE THREAD RUNS BETWEEN MY FINGERS, SLIGHT TENSION HELD EVENLY, TURNING THE FRAME, MEASURING: BACK AND FORTH, BACK AND FORTH MANY TIMES MEASURING THE WARP LENGTH ESTABLISHING THE PARAMETERS OF THE CLOTH, A FOUNDATION OR OUTLINE OF WHAT WILL BE.


THE MIND MUST CONCENTRATE, OBSERVING, THINKING FORWARD, ANTICIPATING, AND YET ALSO QUIETING THE ANXIOUS MESSAGES AND RESTLESSNESS. IMAGES, COLOURS AND SYMBOLS ARE LAYERED, SPEAKING OF MY HISTORY AND MEMORY, LOCATING AND INTER-LINKING ME WITH OTHER HISTORIES. THROUGH THE WORK I ATTEMPT TO THINK MY POSITION, THE JOURNEYING ACROSS THE CONTESTED GROUND OF COLONISED TERRITORY, EXPLORING THE MULTITUDE OF VIEWPOINTS WHICH COEXISTENCE BRINGS.

KELLY THOMPSON
(extract from a joint paper with Breidh Lonie titled "Articulating Process", 1998)

A LOVE AFFAIR

I MOVE WITHIN YOUR SPACES
LIGHTLY TOUCHING THE SURFACES OF YOU
I INTERACT WITH PARTS OF YOU
PASSENGES THAT ALLOW ME TO
MINGLE AND IMMERSE MY BODY WITHIN YOU.
LONGING TO SATISFY NEEDS AND DESIRES THAT ME FORWARDS
I TASTE AND SENSE YOUR AROMAS
YOU TEMPT ME
I AM DRAWN IN
SEDUCED, COMPLICIT IN THE GAME
YOU CONSUME ME
I LOSE MYSELF IN YOU
(Almost)
I EXPOSE VULNERABILITIES THAT WISH TO BE HIDDEN
INVASIONS INTO THE PRIVATE
YOU EXPLOIT MY DESIRES
YOU PLEAD WITH MY INDIVIDUALITY
(SILENTLY)
I KNOW THIS YET I KEEP GOING
WE HAVE A RELATIONSHIP
BUILT UP DAY AFTER DAY
I CONTINUE TRAVELLING YOUR SURFACES
PILING UP THE BODIES, TEXTS AND MEMORIES
EVEYDAY
I AM ALONE WITH YOU GIVING TAKING
MOVING IN SILENCE

WITH ALL TRAVEL
THERE ALWAYS COMES A TIME
EXCESS
ALWAYS TOO MUCH
I PANIC
NEEDING TO GET AWAY
I FEEL SATURATED, EXHAUSTED
LOST FROM MYSELF
HASTILY MOVING TOWARDS THE EXIT
MY TROLLEY SPILLING BODIES IN MY WAKE
I AM DESPERATE TO ESCAPE YOUR CLUTCHES
I RUN
I LOOK BACK
YOU REMAIN
I WILL BE BACK
YOU WILL BE THERE WAITING

I ALWAYS PACK (IN) TOO MUCH WHEN I TRAVEL
DO YOU EVER STICK TO YOUR SHOPPING LIST

CATHY HELPS
My divine world descends from a distance, a vision for I am chosen his Dante-esque descent an arching, cleaning, mythic, angry, clothes ablaze, liquid on luminous skin illuminating starry space

on my flesh a parchment he writes repent and I do a thousand times of a passion too purple too powerful on his flesh, I find touching, softly as I know dig them my hands in the dark red passion and possession and my face to his we meet with this hard hand tracing me first finger writes us into temptation

I caught her as she fell out of love under a dirty sky hiding in crowds of sentiment called I love you she hardly sleeps lies down her prayer on a wafer of dangerous communion

in a vampire darkness the space you fell is me you hold thing your heart still beating we still mine!

flows the bold vermillion indulged at alter rail
your flesh waver thin, waver white renewed in my mouth, angels fall as blackest birds

voltage out of light vaults closing on this golden thread runs out like rosary

hides the rose between her legs finishing the deep roads where the pleasure grows

drinks that pierces the hands and feet no lover imbibed by blood drops of mercy that revive the burning, burning body it is light headed this fluid on my skin and a sapping line

I am not what I was.

Anita King

Standing, first braced thigh deep in the flow; I cast my net. It drifts, and then joins with the current. Wait: I draw the net back. Tangled in its mesh are words, sentences, images, thoughts. I collect them and carefully examine each, deciding their usefulness, sifting some and discarding others. I attempt an arrangement.

Collection as a verb, an act of bringing things together, an accumulation, I think of me making collecting as an archival act. I collect, archive, a thing not because I have a use for it today, but because a use for it may become apparent in the future. The things constructing the collection look towards some potential usefulness, some not yet present moment of use. It is an informed collection of not-knowings.

I am constantly rearranging fragments, making patterns, finding relationships. Marks made fourteen months ago now connect two recent altogether independent elements. The voices are different but the tonal shift seems to work. The colours bounce rather than blend. It's writing with scissors, needle and thread.

James Robinson
Bitch Vanity
2000
Charcoal and paint on canvas

Another request. I replace the receiver and retreat to reflecting. I select and reject on demand. Show work, show process. Creativity presented in the dark, reduced to light through glass and film.

Sculpture form; suddenly dissolve - the flesh of creativity mapped. Minute detail scrutinized by seemingly interested strangers. Marked by the smell of the black. In the dark, close-up they pore, judge. In the minutes twenty years of nothingness, thinking, touching, building. A life flashed on, flashed off in the dark. A brief reflection stripped of materiality (incompatible with)

A macro lens invades, skins of thinking, skins of ephemeral ideas, Red bleeds.

Simulacra form; suddenly dissolve - the flesh of creativity mapped. Minute detail scrutinized by seemingly interested strangers. Marked by the smell of the black. In the dark, close-up they pore, judge. In the minutes twenty years of nothingness, thinking, touching, building. A life flashed on, flashed off in the dark. A brief reflection stripped of materiality (incompatible with)

The long horizon of making, with the structures of thinking, with the skins of ephemeral ideas, with wound and bound surfaces, skins of protective bindings. Forms for contemplation stripped of their corporeality.

Textures, structures and space dissolved into emulsion alone, glimpsed in the dark.

Art making, the objects and ideas of art liquified into narrative for constant retelling.

Lyn Plummer